Embedded Terminal for

MFP TOSHIBA

The “Toshiba-eTerminal “embedded module works with the TOSHIBA Multifunction Printers and enables the
communication between the MFP and the GESPAGE server. Management and configuration of the terminal is
done through a user-friendly web interface.
This embedded terminal allows secured printing through the identification of the user by entering a code on
the touch screen or swiping a card.
With the quick access buttons to print, scan and copy functions, the Toshiba-eTerminal makes the use of the
MFP easier, more ergonomic and above all more productive.
With a single click, the user interacts with the documents that he wants to copy, print or scan and in
compliance with privacy and GDPR regulations.

Scheme of the network configuration

The embedded terminal benefits


Security / Access management

 Secure use of the TOSHIBA MFP by login,

login/password, code, card (card reader in
option).
 Ability to customize a logo on the
authentication page.
 Ability to set access rights to each user or group
of users.



Intuitive interface

 User’s customized welcome screen.
 Three quick access buttons directly to print,
scan and copy functions.
 Display of the user credit before and after the
operation, as well as prices of prints (A4, A3,
B&W, Colour) and scan.

Prints management

 The user may select one or several documents
from the list of pending jobs for release, delete
or leave them in the queue.
 Setting up a printing policy with modification of
the job's properties (forcing black or colour,
forcing simplex or duplex and modifying
number of copies).
 Guest printing and Operator printing.



Advanced scan

 Advanced scans management with quick
selection of scanning to the user's email, a
personal directory or shared directories
between user groups. Also compatible with
Google Drive and One Drive.


Accounting and reporting

 Selecting a cost centre from a list allows detailed
allocation of printing costs.
 Accounting to the page thanks to the
eTerminal's functionalities.
 Wide range of reports available.

Specifications
 Compatible with TCM3 / TCM4 card readers.
 Compatible with Gespage 8.2.0 versions and
higher.
 Available on TOSHIBA e-BRIDGE NEXT and X
equipment.
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